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Przystań Mechelinki, Marina Del Mar – Resort Deluxe

Przystan Mechelinki, Marina del Mar is a very modern and luxury resort situated In the picturesque cliff in 
Mechelinki by the Gulf of Puck. 
Marina del Mar Resort offers 7 superb and comfortable rooms with beautiful view, Summer drink bar on patio, 
lovely Sea View Dining Room with terrace on the outside where you can admire the infinity of the charming 
surrounding, and Wellness Area and Cross-Fit/Conference Room with sumptuous facilities and equipment to 
make unforgettable business meetings , training sessions or mentorships. 

Our Wellness Area and Recreation & Business Centre  [Cross-Fit/Conference Room/Home Theatre]  are situated 
in underground storey. 

First one includes amazing Yachtpool with jacuzzi, exclusive Klafs saunas - Lounge Sauna with Chromotherapy and 
Salt Wall, modern Steam Bathhouse, varied Impression Showers, Mineral Water Spring, comfortable and heated 
Relaxing Beds inspired by shape of the Stone, Solar Meadow and Loungers , all in Pure design and Japanese style. 

The Cross-Fit/Conference Room in turn is a masterpiece of architectural design of our resort. Its equipment is the 
first in Poland Outrace designed gym construction with functional professional fitness trainers, dance acrobatics , 
pole dance and yoga, and at the same time can be turned into a fully multimedia training room or home theatre for 
the youngest with a single press of a button. 



Sea View Terraces with panorama of  the Mechelinki Pier  and the Gulf of Puck.

Every morning, in our beautiful Sea View Dining Room, we serve fresh and hearty breakfast buffets enriched with 
seasonal vegetables and fruits . We also serve snacks of different flavours.
You can also enjoy your favourite drinks on the view terraces or sitting in our Summer Bar on the patio. It can be 
delicious coffee, Japanese tea, refreshing fruit cocktail, a glass of fine wine or best 
drinks from all over the world. Wine available at the property has been specially 
selected for Marina Del Mar.

Przystan Mechelinki, Marina del Mar Resort offers  7 rich and superbly furnished rooms and bathrooms, of which 
5  are designed  to accommodate four guests [2 adults and 2 children].
Each room is equipped with a super comfortable King Size bed , convertible double sofa  bed, desk with comfortable 
and modern design armchair, flat 46 inch LCD television, wireless internet WiFi access,  mini safe, hair dryer. 
Rooms have individual access to the viewing terraces through sliding glass walls.

The two of them , called  „Sea Rooms”, have awesome views of the bay from bed position through panoramic 
horizontal windows.



The two corner rooms in turn are doubles only and optionally can be connected to the adjoining quadruple rooms 
through double doors hidden in the wall. By that option, multi- families can spend their holidays in comfort having 
a large double room apartment with the two independent bathrooms.

One of them, called „Comfort Room”, is additionally adapted  for the disabled. It has larger bathroom equipped with 
latest technology and facilities, including a modern Duravit Senso-Wash toilet basin.

Floors in the rooms are made of panels of real Oak wood.                                                                         
The whole building has mechanical ventilation with recuperation and additionally with  air-conditioning  function 
in all rooms and reception hall, underfloor heating, LED lighting, ceiling audio system, perfectly sealed and 
exclusive wooden window frames  in the form of sliding large glass walls shared in half.

The highest quality, privacy, comfort, silence, unforgettable  
impressions , exceptional relaxation. 

ForYou.



Your Haven in Business

Przystan Mechelinki - Marina del Mar , Resort Deluxe, is the perfect place to organize 
business meetings, training sessions, conferences, corporate cruises and banquets.

We provide the necessary multimedia equipment and full catering service.
We are not afraid of any business projects, we will be happy to host events for the most 
demanding clients. We also approach each project individually. The events are varied 
with a number of unconventional, interesting workshops, lectures or mentorships.

Our Marina has been created for people seeking beauty of mind, soul and body and striving to expand their 
horizons in different spheres of life [architects, doctors, scientists, artists, officers, professionals, business managers, 
representatives of world organizations].
We also run sports coaching. 

Our conference room has been designed to run business meetings, mentorships or workshops as well as cross-fit 
trainings and sports activities of various disciplines. 
At one moment it transforms into a real fitness room equipped with ultra-advanced technically and functionally 
sports complex.

We provide at your disposal:
- contemporary, fully furnished Conference Room
- exclusive Wellness Area
- a Banquet Room with a beautiful panoramic view of the entire Puck Gulf.

The Marina Del Mar Resort  is set on picturesque cliff at a height of over 30 m above the sea level. You have awesome 
views of the Gulf of Puck from the western direction and the Rewa Point  and the Hel Peninsula from the north-
east, as well as the views of the seaside forest and meadow valley from the opposite side.
The location of the windows and terraces of our Marina gives the impression of being hung in the space all over 
the area, and in addition the glass balustrades give the effect of unlimited horizon  and intensify this amazing, 
breathtaking view.



The modern and functionally equipped Conference 
Room will provide the ultimate comfort in running  
professional training by the most demanding trainers and 
lecturers [automatic projector screen, flip charts, markers, 
Bluetooth  audio port with microphone, Surround THX 
Sound system, WiFi].

Our phenomenal Wellness Area with  Yachtpool with integrated jaccuzzi, modern Klafs saunas - Lounge Sauna 
with Chromotherapy and Salt Wall, and Steam Bathhouse, varied Impression Showers, Mineral Water Spring, 
comfortable and heated Relaxing Beds inspired by shape of the Stone, Solar Meadow and Loungers , all in Pure 
design and Japanese style  will allow to relax all the attendees of our conferences, as well as the employees and 
company managements, before the next challenges.

The banquet hall with a beautiful view of the Puck Bay and the Hel Peninsula will be an amazing space to have 
corporate banquets.

Conference Room

Exclusive Wellness Area

Banquet Room



The recreation Center of our Resort is the first in Poland cross-fit construction by Outrace, the true Maybach among 
these types of training facilities. In addition, it features the professional SKLZ and Everlast  training equipment for 
phisical and motoric practices, and phenomenal accessories for yoga and dance acrobatics, as well as super modern  
audiovisual devices with remote controlled screen to have it transformed into the home theater for the youngest 
in a single moment.

Unusual and varied neighbourhood of the Marina  encourages to spend  spare time  actively after the trainings and 
other mentorships [water sports,  biking, trekking, horse  riding, paragliding, running].
It is also ideal place for relaxing walks along the Puck Gulf shore  on the edge of the birds’ reservation, which covers 
the area of Mechelinki Meadows and heads up to the Rewa Point.

In addition the use of Gerfloor heterogeneous acoustic carpet with elastic layer adapted for sports activities and of 
the ultra-modern ventilation system and multimedia devices will guarrantie our guests the ultimate comfort while 
having their sport sessions or movie performances.
For their conveniance we also have a private bathroom on external corridor which is fenomenally designed and 
equipped.

Cross-Fit Room / Home Theatre

Picturesque surroundings of the Marina



Occasional and Family Celebrations

We will prepare for you gorgeous and cameral party in our Banquet Room with the phenomenal  view  of the entire 
Gulf of Puck.

At your disposal, we also offer Sea View terraces with outside Summer Bar , comfortable coach sofas and lounge 
chairs. We organize private events, parties and celebrations of up to 35 people. The Resort also has a dance area and 
main bar at the Entrance Hall. We serve delicious, always tailor-made cuisine to your taste, excellent wine, aromatic 
coffee and finest tea.

Our crew will be happy to prepare  a unique offer for you. We guarantee the extraordinary impressions.

Birthdays, Name Days, Anniversaries, cameral 
Weddings, Communions,  Farewells and other 
occasional Celebrations.



Special Offers & Package Deals

Long weekends, church and public holidays 
and private events.

If you want to spend a special time in comfort, peace and quiet,  alone or with 
your beloved, with your family or friends , you will find all in our Marina.
We create amazing Special Offers & Package Deals with different attractions!

Use the “Active Autumn” or the “Andrew’s Package” offer in the Fall season. 
In December we invite you to book special stays for Christmas and New Year’s Eve.

Please come in the Spring to spend the Easter holidays with us, or be prepared for a long weekend in May at the 
Polish seaside.

For Winter and Summer Vacations, use bookings with special family packages. 
Lovers can spend romantic weekend in two, booking the Sea View Rooms.

Please check the current offers on our website clicking the  “Booking” button.

Visit our Marina at any  
season of the year.



Comfort, privacy, quality and relaxation 

on the highest level are our distinctions.                                                                                                                                  

Thanks to wonderful location on the Mechelinki 

Cliff and lovely panoramic  view of the entire  

Gulf of Puck, luxurious apartments and 

delicious wine, each of our guests will feel like he 

would arrive in his own dream haven.

Our Haven is actually more like the  
Heaven waiting for You.

You are very Welcome to Przystan Mechelinki 
- Marina del Mar, Resort Deluxe.



+ 48 601 708 100, + 48 58 526 12 02 
recepcja@przystan-mechelinki.pl

 ul.Klifowa 16,
81-198 Mechelinki,

Poland
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